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OUR STORY

THE FOUNDERS

At the end of 2008, Sebastian Weber and Florian Weißenstein launched 

the website www.yazio.de. 

Their idea was to offer an online nutrition and health portal with a 

complete calorie chart. The site offered dietary advice and invited users 

to enter the nutritional values of foods using a standardized form. What 

was originally a university project later became the basis of YAZIO as we 

now know it. 

In 2013, Sebastian and Florian released the YAZIO app. Today, with 

more than 75 million users (Nov 2022), YAZIO is one of the most 

popular nutrition apps in the world. 



We are a remote-first team of 75 people. We 

take pride in our hands-on, personal approach 

when it comes to creating a product that truly 

motivates our users and makes a difference 

in their lives. 

Behind every feature, recipe, visual and text is a 

team of dedicated experts working to craft the 

most empowering experience possible. 

YAZIO is made by real people for real people!

OUR STORY

THE TEAM



OUR PRODUCT

THE YAZIO APP

YAZIO is a simple, nutrition-focused toolkit enabling people to build 

healthy, realistic and sustainable eating habits. YAZIO users want 

to change something in order to lead a healthier life in the long term. 

They want to manage their weight without strict limitations.

The mobile app is a freemium product with the basic version being free 

of charge. The app’s full potential can be discovered in the PRO version 

by purchasing a time-limited subscription (6 or 12 months) or lifetime 

membership. With YAZIO PRO, users have access to all app features, 

including exclusive recipes, detailed nutritional information and fasting 

trackers.

The YAZIO app is available on Android and iOS. Diary screen



OUR PRODUCT

THE YAZIO APP



Founded: 2013

Headquarters: Erfurt, Germany

Founders: Sebastian Weber & Florian Weißenstein

Team: 75 employees 

User base: 75+ million

Localization: available in 20 languages in 150+ countries

No. of recipes created by in-house team: 2,000+

OVERVIEW

KEY FACTS

https://www.linkedin.com/company/yazio-gmbh/
https://www.instagram.com/yazio/?hl=en
https://www.facebook.com/yazio/
https://www.pinterest.de/Yazio/
http://yazio.me/tiktok


For further inquiries, please reach out to us at
press@yazio.com


